ABSTRACT

For managing schedule performance on an Agile project, canonical Agile techniques fall short. Estimates are essential for meeting project time constraints, but Agile’s relative estimates are too “fuzzy” to meet the needs of Sprint planning. Typical Agile Burndown charts focus on Release Point counts that only suggest how well or poorly the schedule is performing. The addition of Earned Value helps, but EVM’s traditional schedule metrics are inadequate. Earned Schedule fills the gaps. It provides a robust baseline to measure past schedule performance and to estimate future impact on delivery date and performance level.

For plan-driven projects, schedule baselines are a given. For Agile projects, baselines are suspect. The difference is evident in the charters of the two approaches.

On one hand, the Project Management Institute states that the schedule baseline is the time-phased plan against which project execution is measured and managed (“PMB”, 2013, p. 549). Without the baseline, there is no basis for measuring and managing schedule performance.

On the other hand, both the Agile Manifesto (Beck et al., 2001a) and Principles (Beck et al., 2001b) omit any reference to baselines. The Manifesto takes the omission a step further by stating that change is valued over following a plan. As the schedule baseline is, by definition, a plan, it is clearly not a high priority for Agile.

The different perspectives are rooted in disparate objectives. Canonical Agile projects seek the early and continuous delivery of the Product Vision. Orthodox plan-driven projects seek the on-time and on-budget delivery of the project objectives.

Schedule and cost constraints make a crucial difference. To deliver on-time and on-budget, you need credible targets for timeline and funding. Baselines embody the targets.

Whether or not Agile projects are ever free of such constraints is debatable. That debate is not the focus here. Instead, the focus is on those projects that use the Agile framework but are also bound by constraints, specifically the time constraint.

DEFINING THE SCHEDULE BASELINE

In Agile projects, a schedule baseline can be derived from velocity. Velocity is the number of Release Points (aka, Story Points) for each Sprint.

How is the velocity set? Again, there are challenges from the canonical Agile view. As the Agile Alliance puts it: “phrases such as ‘setting the velocity’ reveal a basic misunderstanding” (“Velocity”, n.d.). In that view, velocity is a retroactive measurement, something done after the fact. It is not a forward-looking estimate of the future completion rate.

The objection is another consequence of omitting time as a constraint. Without that constraint, you simply measure the number of Release Points completed in each Sprint. At most, that number can be kept in mind as Product Backlog Items are selected for the next Sprint.

In a time-constrained Agile project, the “next Sprint” is not enough. Velocity measures must reach beyond the next Sprint to cover the whole project timeline. Without that scope, you cannot reasonably commit to a delivery date. With that scope, you need an estimate, specifically an estimate that encompasses the whole timeline.
SCRM ESTIMATES
There are some variants of Agile that advocate forward-looking velocity estimates. For instance, the Scrum framework uses techniques such as T-shirt sizing, Planning Poker, and Fibonacci bucketing to produce estimates (Sil, 2013).

Scrum estimates are for the relative size of Product Backlog Items. The size is determined by comparing items in the Backlog: Item A is larger than Item B which is larger than Item C. But, what dimension is being sized? That is not so clear. Some say it is the amount of complexity; others say it is cost; still others say it is uncertainty.

In the end, Scrum’s relative estimates are viewed as replacements for absolute Work Hour estimates (“Relative Estimation”, n.d.). So, complexity, cost, and uncertainty are just considerations used to size work effort.

Relative estimates often differentiate sizes by assigning numbers from a geometric series or from the Fibonacci sequence. That gives the appearance of quantifying the differences. For instance, an Item assigned an 8 is larger than one assigned a 2.

Many proponents of Agile do not stop there. They say that relative estimates also indicate how much larger one Item is than another (Singh, 2016). For instance, an Item assigned an 8 is four-times larger than one assigned a 2.

We have found that Agile teams often agree on the order between Items. But, we have observed frequent disagreement over how much difference there is between Items. Is an Item labeled with a Fibonacci number of “21” really 7 times larger than one labeled as “3”? Is an Item labeled with a geometric series number “3” really one-third the effort of a “9”?

LIMITS OF RELATIVE ESTIMATES
The disagreements reflect divergent beliefs about size. The situation is similar to one that occurs in social science and marketing research. There, Likert scales measure psychological states such as levels of satisfaction (e.g., with a product or service). The comparative levels are often associated with numbers from 1 to 5, as depicted in Figure 1.
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Likert scales have been studied extensively (Stevens, 1946; Michell, 1986; Sauro, 2011). The studies have raised questions such as: do the numbers have an objective numerical basis, and are the intervals between levels equal? The upshot is that the scale represents subjective states and that such states cannot be objectively measured. So, we cannot be sure that the difference in assigned numbers is the same as the attribute they represent.

Similarly, Agile team members use numbers to express beliefs about the relative size of work effort. But, what one person believes is twice as much effort may differ from what another person believes is twice the effort. So, although 4 is twice the size of 2, we cannot be sure that everyone on the team means the same thing when they assign “4” to an Item. The most that we can be sure of is that the Item is larger and more-or-less twice the size of a “2”.

WHY “FUZZINESS” MATTERS
Does the “fuzziness” matter? Yes, it matters. The estimates are used in Sprint planning. Sprint planning, in turn, is important for meeting time constraints. Backlog items are selected to fit into a Sprint based in part on the estimated velocity of the team. Without that guide, the Sprint goal might be set too high or too low. Either way, project time commitments would be undermined.

For selecting Items of the right size, relative estimates fall short. Using fuzzy estimates is like driving through a town that has posted its speed limit as “35-ish”. If you are not worried about time—just drive at 15, and you should be OK. Or, if you do not care about safety, drive at 55 but recognize that you might crash.

If time matters, you need to know how fast you can go without breaking the limit but still getting through as quickly and safely as possible. That is what a cardinal estimate tells you. It

1) Technically, there is a difference between a Likert scale and a Likert item (Vanek, 2012; Uebersax, 2006). The item is what a survey respondent is asked to evaluate, e.g., level of satisfaction with a recently purchased product. In well-formed surveys, there are multiple items intended to reveal the respondent’s underlying psychological state. The Likert scale is the sum of all the items. So, in a survey with 5 items and responses ranging from 1=Very Dissatisfied to 5=Very Satisfied, the Likert scale is 5 to 25. Speaking precisely, therefore, Figure 1 represents the format of a Likert-type item.
goes beyond the subjective state to something that can be objectively measured. It provides a clear baseline for assessing performance on past Sprints and planning future ones. That is why we cannot stop the estimating process with relative estimates. Instead, we need to develop cardinal estimates.\(^2\)

**LIMITS OF RELEASE POINT BASELINES**

Armed with cardinal velocity estimates, the Release Point baseline can be set. It is runs from the Release Point total to zero. The end of each Sprint marks completion of an increment of estimated velocity. For comparison, the number of Release Points actually completed at the end of each Sprint is used to decrement the Release Point total. A burn chart is generally used to illustrate the estimated and actual velocity. Figure 2 illustrates the chart, specifically the Burndown Chart, from a recent project.
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Schedule performance is inferred from the relationship between the Actual Burn line and the Planned Burn line. When the Actual Burn line is above the Planned Burn line, it suggests that schedule performance is better than expected. Finally, the size of the gap between the two lines suggests the level of schedule performance efficiency.

It is important to note that the chart only suggests how well the schedule is performing. The data points in the chart are not units of time but are, instead, Release Point counts. There is no quantification of schedule performance efficiency. Finally, there is no estimate of the performance impact on delivery date. The Release Point Baseline and its pictorialization, the burn chart, are good tools for a quick reading on the situation, but they omit key pieces of information.

One reason they fall short is that Release Points do not measure value. On time-constrained projects, we need to know not only the number of Points but also the value of those points. That knowledge enables us to see beyond the completion of low value items that make burn charts look good but are not really moving the project forward.

Note that the term “value” here reflects the efficiency of execution rather than its effectiveness. That is, it is Earned Value rather than Business Value (Alleman, 2011; Alleman, 2009). Earned Value Management (EVM) tells us the budgeted cost of the planned velocity and the amount of that budget earned by the actual velocity. The traditional EVM measure of schedule performance, the Schedule Performance Index (SPI), is the ratio between the cumulative earned value and total planned value.

Unfortunately, traditional EVM measures of schedule performance are inadequate. After a project is about two-thirds complete, the SPI rises inexorably to a perfect 1.0. Even if the project finishes late, the SPI ends at 1.0—a counterintuitive indication of performance. Furthermore, traditional EVM measures do not include an estimate at completion for time (EACt) or an estimate of the schedule performance level required to complete on time (TSPi).\(^3\) Finally, traditional EVM schedule performance measures are framed in terms of dollars, rather than units of time.

Fortunately, Earned Schedule has closed the gaps.

---

2) Discussion of techniques for producing cardinal estimates in Agile projects is outside the scope of this paper. Glen Alleman has many instructive posts on the topic in his blog (see Alleman, 2015a; Alleman, 2015b; and Alleman, 2017).

3) There are extensions to traditional EVM that include formulas for EACt (e.g., Anbari, 2001). The extensions are undermined by reliance on SPI.
**EARNED SCHEDULE**
The amount of time earned on a project is defined as “the time at which the value currently earned should have been earned” (Lipke, 2009, p. 14). The definition neatly ties planned value and earned value into time, framing ES metrics in units of time rather than cost.

The calculation of Earned Schedule is simple. Count the number of Sprints in which the current total of Earned Value is greater than or equal to the cumulative Planned Value. Usually, some Earned Value remains after the last full Sprint is counted. The fractional time earned equals the ratio between the left-over Earned Value and the Planned Value for the next Sprint beyond the last full one.

Schedule performance efficiency for time (SPIt) is calculated as the ratio between the amount of schedule earned and the actual time. Based on this efficiency, the EACt is estimated as the ratio between the Planned Duration and SPIt. Finally, the TSPI is the ratio between the Planned Duration less the Earned Schedule and the Planned Duration less the Actual Time.

Studies have repeatedly demonstrated that Earned Schedule metrics are superior to other EVM schedule performance measures (Vanhoucke and Vandevoorde, 2007; Lipke, 2008; Crumrine and Ritschel, 2013). In our own practice, we have used the metrics successfully on many projects—some of which used the Agile framework. We have found ES metrics to be especially useful in managing hybrid project portfolios comprising both plan-driven and Agile projects.

**EARNED SCHEDULE BASELINE**
The Earned Schedule baseline is framed by the pace of Release Point delivery. Cardinal estimates for the number of planned Release Points and the mean velocity determine the number of Sprints. Given the project start date and number of Sprints, the planned finish date is set. The Earned Schedule baseline fits into that frame as follows: for each elapsed Sprint, one Sprint should be earned.

If all Release Points carry the same value, the mean velocity ensures that the periodic Planned Value is the same for each planned Sprint. It follows that the periodic amount of planned Earned Schedule is the same for each planned Sprint. Expressed as a burn chart, the baseline runs straight from the end of the first Sprint to the end of the last planned Sprint.

It is possible for Release Points to carry different values. For instance, if Release Points express Work Hours, their value might vary depending on the resource responsible for delivering them. In such cases, the baseline is still one earned Sprint for each elapsed Sprint, but there’s a catch.

If Release Points carry different values, a mean Planned Value should be set for all Sprints and used to guide the selection of Items for the next Sprint. A constant Planned Value ensures that the periodic Earned Schedule is the same across all planned Sprints. The ES baseline, therefore, will be isomorphic with the Release Point baseline, providing common ground for comparison.

By contrast, the actual ES burn will usually be non-linear. The amount of schedule earned generally varies from Sprint to Sprint. At the end of each Sprint, the total number of Sprints is decremented by the total amount of schedule earned. So, in a burn chart, the ES burn line typically weaves around the ES baseline.

Figure 3 illustrates the ES Burndown from the same project used for Figure 2. The ES baseline runs straight from the beginning to the planned finish. The ES Burn line runs on or above the baseline. The chart is enhanced with a table displaying additional ES metrics.

---

4) A Sprint is defined as a time-boxed unit of delivery. All Sprints in a project have the same duration, normally 1 week to 1 month. Calculating ES in terms of Sprints is, therefore, equivalent to calculating ES in units of time.
INTERPRETING THE ES BURNDOWN CHART

The ES Burndown Chart is easy to interpret. If the ES Burn line is above the ES baseline, schedule performance lags the estimate. If the ES Burn line is below the baseline, performance is ahead of the estimate. If it is on the line, schedule performance is exactly on the estimate. Because the data points represent units of time, the chart explicitly shows how time is being used on the project.

In Figure 3, the chart makes it clear that schedule performance is lagging in most Sprints. The performance deficit is clearest when a large gap opens at Sprints 2 through 5. By contrast, Figure 2 suggests that the project is generally running on or slightly behind schedule. (In Sprint 8, it even appears that the project is slightly ahead of schedule.) Given that the project actually finished after the Baseline Finish, the ES Burndown is a more accurate representation of schedule performance.

The project’s backstory helps explain the chart. To build momentum, the project team decided to spend a couple of Sprints working on quick deliverables, even though they were low value and did not align with the mean Planned Value. The quick deliverables preserved Release Point production at the estimated rate but delivered less Earned Value than planned. Hence, the Release Point chart tracked close to plan, and the ES chart did not.

The table included with the chart quantified how time was being used on the project. When the SPIt was below 1.0, schedule performance was lagging. If the SPIt had been over 1.0, schedule performance would have been better than expected. As commonly happens, the SPIt was never exactly equal to 1.0.

Early in the project, as the team built momentum, the SPIt suffered. Eventually, the team returned to the original plan, and the SPIt improved. The improvement did not, however, recover all of the lost time. The SPIt accurately reflected performance throughout the project lifecycle. When the project exceeded the Baseline Finish, the SPIt ended below 1.0.

The EACt and TSPI threw additional light on schedule performance. The Baseline Finish had been set at Sprint 9 with a Committed Finish at Sprint 10. The EACt consistently showed that, given actual performance levels, the Baseline Finish would not be met.

The TSPI re-enforced that view. In several Sprints, the TSPI exceeded the commonly accepted threshold for recoverability (i.e., a value of 1.1 as per Lipke, 2016; Lipke, 2009, pp. 90-91). Unsurprisingly, it was beyond the threshold at Sprint 8, just before the TSPI became undefined.

The most positive signal in the metrics surfaced after Sprint 5. The EACt began to show that the Committed Finish would be met.

In the example, although schedule performance was not uniformly bad, it was never good enough to meet the Baseline Finish. The ES Burndown Chart signalled the potential for delay, and the associated metrics quantified the implications.

---

5) The Baseline Finish includes Contingency but excludes Reserve. The Committed Finish includes both (see Van De Velde, 2017). Often, Contingency and Reserve are limited to allocations of money. They should also cover allocations of time.

6) It is also possible to subject the EACt to statistical analysis. The likely range of a project’s EACt values can be calculated based on its historical SPIt metrics (see Van De Velde, 2015a-2015c).

7) By definition, the TSPI becomes undefined once the Actual Duration reaches the Planned Duration.
CONCLUSION
On time-constrained Agile projects, the Earned Schedule Baseline provides a robust yardstick for measuring schedule performance. Using the ES Baseline entails divergence from both canonical Agile practice and plan-driven methodology. The discrepancies must be acknowledged, but in the end, the value that Earned Schedule brings to Agile projects makes the departures worthwhile.
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